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WHAT THE UNITED STATES CAN – AND CANNOT – EXPECT AT THE UNITED NATIONS

By Ambassador Nikki R. Haley

The United Nations has much promise – and many problems. Understanding this strange dynamic is necessary for the United States to make the most of its membership in that flawed organization and its many satellite agencies.

Any discussion of the United Nations must start with a simple fact: The United States has nothing to prove at the United Nations. We have already saved the world multiple times in multiple ways. Thanks to our leadership, humanity has risen to historically unimaginable heights of peace, prosperity, and personal freedom. We do not need the United Nations to validate or even support our efforts to spur even greater progress. Conversely, the United Nations is too dysfunctional, too divided, and too mired in tyranny for us to rely on it.

Even so, we must continue to wield the United Nations to make our case. And whatever the reaction, we should push forward with what we know is right.

As history shows us, and as I personally saw at Turtle Bay, the United States is at its best at the United Nations when we stand strong. We must stand up to our adversaries, unmistakably and unapologetically. We should stand by our friends, boldly and bravely. And we must stand for our principles, confidently and clearly. The moment we fail at any of these tasks, we undermine our interests and our ideals. That is never
a good thing, but it is especially dangerous when so many other countries are using the United Nations for evil purposes.

Our adversaries know how to use the United Nations’ structure and flaws to their advantage. Take Russia. As a permanent member of the Security Council, it can stand in the way of almost anything serious we pursue at the United Nations.

I saw it happen many times. In 2017, Russia covered for Syria’s chemical attack, which killed about 400 people, including 25 children. Knowing full well that Russia would veto our resolution condemning the attack, I stood in the Security Council chambers and showed the world the pictures of those dead children. It would not change the Russian ambassador’s mind, but it did demonstrate that the United States would shine a spotlight on their crimes and complicity. Moscow will continue to thwart efforts to hold Russia and its minions accountable. When it does, the United States must confront Russia and criticize it as forcefully as possible.

The United States must also be wary of Communist China. Like Russia, Beijing uses its seat on the Security Council to block justified and moral measures. Equally concerning, China is quietly working to corrupt the United Nations from top to bottom. Beijing is pursuing control of virtually every UN agency. Its actions are malicious and often disastrous.

There is no better proof than the World Health Organization (WHO). For years, China gained significant leverage over the WHO through a combination of funding and pressure. Beijing then manipulated the agency during the coronavirus pandemic. The WHO adopted the Chinese party line despite being banned from entering the country during the initial outbreak. It praised China’s response despite clear evidence of a cover-up. And it continues to cooperate with China despite the country’s unwillingness to share key information on the virus’ origins and spread. China’s stranglehold on the WHO contributed to the death of more than 3 million people, including at least 500,000 Americans.

The United States must call out China’s attempts to co-opt the United Nations and its agencies. We should rally other countries to oppose China’s influence. As ambassador, I lost track of how many countries expressed their fear of China’s bullying. They are counting on us to have their backs – and to push back, hard.

The WHO’s struggles illustrate another sad reality: Many UN agencies are broken. The United States should try to fix them where possible. Yet we cannot fall into the trap of mistaking process for progress. Some parts of the United Nations just cannot be salvaged. Sometimes we are better off leaving them behind.

An obvious example is the UN Human Rights Council, which is a cesspool of human rights violators – from Cuba to China to Venezuela to Russia. I pressed our allies and partners to demand reforms, but they were content with the status quo. So I led the effort to withdraw the United States from the council. We care too much about human rights and individual freedom to be part of a group that undermines both. Our principles are too important to get lost in the endless and pointless process that UN bureaucrats prefer.

We also withdrew from the Human Rights Council because the United States stands with our friends. The council spent the vast majority of its time condemning Israel – a free and democratic country. It has a standing agenda item devoted to Israel. It has passed 10 times as many resolutions condemning Israel as it has for China, North Korea, Iran, and Cuba combined. Friends do not sit still while their friends get attacked, so we walked away. We stopped funding the UN Relief and Works Agency for similar reasons. That agency does more to foster hatred toward Israel than it does to support actual Palestinian refugees. So much of the United Nations has an insane fixation on Israel. In fact, when it comes to Israel, there is no clearer sign of the United Nations’ profound shortcomings.

It was my privilege to tackle those shortcomings as ambassador. We made headway in many areas. But I have no illusions that we can solve all the United Nations’ problems. We should make progress where we can, walk away when we cannot, and hold the line when we must.
Despite America’s status as the leader of the free world, a champion of human rights, and the largest financial contributor to the UN system, the authoritarian regimes that rule China, Russia, Iran, and other rogue states increasingly exploit the systems Washington created to maintain a peaceful international order after World War II.

While China’s and Russia’s disruptive efforts to upend the U.S.-led international order are on full display at the UN Security Council, where both countries wield their permanent-member vetoes freely, their malign actions within smaller, lesser-known organizations pose an even bigger challenge.

China pursues a sophisticated, multi-pronged strategy to exploit international organizations: seeking control of key standard-setting bodies, advancing its Belt and Road Initiative, whitewashing its misdeeds, and isolating Taiwan. Beijing’s power and influence within the UN system has grown dramatically in recent years, with China winning elections to lead four of the 15 UN specialized agencies, gaining seats on international tribunals and councils, joining the UN Board of Auditors, and deploying more troops to peacekeeping missions. Russia, meanwhile, has worked tirelessly to cover up its own illicit conduct and non-compliance with multilateral agreements, while shielding rogue states such as Syria and Iran from international accountability for their human rights atrocities and breach of chemical and nuclear weapons regimes.

At the same time, many international organizations suffer from an obsession with the State of Israel that moves beyond fair critique to unbridled antisemitism. Double standards abound, with agencies singling out Israel for scrutiny while ignoring grave abuses by others. Some agencies enable anti-Israel extremists to abuse their agendas, events, and legal procedures.
Every year, Congress appropriates billions of dollars to the United Nations and related bodies. These contributions often lack sufficient U.S. oversight. They are also devoid of a comprehensive U.S. strategy to advance U.S. interests and those of our closest allies.

As Congress now considers President Joe Biden’s first International Affairs Budget, one question looms large: What is America’s strategy to counter the exploitation of international organizations by dictatorships hostile to freedom and democracy, while defending U.S. sovereignty, vital interests, democratic allies, and fundamental values?

Policymakers must not confuse participation with leadership. Accommodation is not a strategy. Talking about reform is not the same as achieving it. Engaging in diplomacy is not the same as achieving an outcome that strengthens America’s national security and economic prosperity.

Many international organizations can serve an important function that if managed with integrity and proper oversight, can advance U.S. security and economic interests. Any one of these organizations can, however, be corrupted – either by its leadership or by its bureaucracy. In that vein, this monograph explores the challenges facing the World Health Organization, the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), the World Trade Organization, the International Civil Aviation Organization, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), and the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW).

Other organizations were established with good intentions but were quickly hijacked. U.S. participation or funding alone cannot save them, because their structures prevent oversight and reform. Such bodies may need a comprehensive reboot or simple dismantlement. They include the UN Relief and Works Agency, the UN Human Rights Council, the UN Interim Forces in Lebanon (UNIFIL), the International Criminal Court (ICC), and a handful of Palestinian-related entities. This report explores their failings, too.

“Policymakers must not confuse participation with leadership. Accommodation is not a strategy. Talking about reform is not the same as achieving it. Engaging in diplomacy is not the same as achieving an outcome that strengthens America’s national security and economic prosperity.”

To be clear, this monograph is not exhaustive; the organizations detailed here are a representative sample of agencies posing challenges to U.S. interests. The ITU, for example, is one of several standard-setting bodies in Beijing’s sights. UNIFIL is one of several peacekeeping missions that wastes American taxpayer dollars. The ICC is one of several organizations implementing a convention to which the United States is not a party – and where adversaries challenge the sovereignty of the United States and its closest democratic allies. Russia’s malign influence in the nonproliferation arena extends beyond the IAEA and OPCW – just as China’s ambitions to advance its Belt and Road Initiative extend beyond the UN Secretariat to important economic agencies and committees.

Policymakers concerned about the exploitation of international organizations need a plan for action. Past promises that American participation alone would encourage reform now lack credibility. The State Department and Congress – working with like-minded nations – must wage reform battles on an agency-by-agency basis to restore the U.S.-led order. This monograph offers 11 places to begin. But the effort to advance American interests and counter our adversaries within international organizations will be a long one. And it will require commitment from Democrats and Republicans alike.

---


Introduction

The World Health Organization (WHO), a UN specialized agency, was formed in 1948 with the principal objective of “the attainment by all peoples of the highest possible level of health.” The WHO’s mandate was originally focused on coordinating global health policy and conducting limited research. Its operations have expanded to account for many health-related challenges, including monitoring public health risks, managing responses to health emergencies, and organizing large-scale vaccination programs.

Today, the WHO’s goals include achieving “triple billion” targets by 2023 – that is, 1 billion more people benefitting from universal health coverage, 1 billion more people better protected from health emergencies, and 1 billion more people enjoying better health and well-being.

The WHO is supported by a biennium budget, which totaled $5.84 billion dollars in 2020–2021, a slight increase from its 2018–2019 budget of $5.62 billion dollars. The organization relies on financial contributions from member states (both assessed and voluntary) as well as from private donors, such as the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.

---

the WHO’s top funder, contributed approximately $893 million during the 2018–2019 budget cycle, $237 million of which was assessed and $656 million of which was voluntary.\(^7\)

**Problems**

COVID-19 has exposed major weaknesses in the WHO’s pandemic surveillance system and raised important questions about China’s efforts to influence global health standards. Although all WHO member states are signatories to the binding 2005 International Health Regulations (IHR),\(^8\) the WHO and United Nations have no legal means to enforce the IHR.\(^9\) This enforcement gap includes the IHR’s requirement that WHO member states report public health emergencies of international concern in a “timely manner.” The WHO also remains wholly reliant on member states to provide data and access to WHO investigators following an outbreak within their borders, even if those same member states are perceived as “obstructing the response.”\(^10\)

The flaws in the WHO’s response to COVID-19 have been compounded by numerous structural, governance, and prioritization deficiencies, many of which have persisted for decades. Central to the WHO’s challenges are its vague mandate and ever-expanding list of priorities, rather than a more narrow focus on a select number of core functions, such as providing technical advice.

Following the WHO’s controversial responses to outbreaks of both SARS\(^11\) and Ebola,\(^12\) expert panels advocated for wholesale WHO reform, with a focus on improving organizational accountability and the WHO’s history of prioritizing political over technical considerations.\(^13\) The vast majority of these recommendations remain unrealized. In addition, leaked WHO documents have exposed wasteful spending, included revelations that the WHO spends

---


\(^10\) Francesco Checchi et al., “World Health Organization and emergency health: if not now, when?” *The BMJ*, Volume 352, Number i469, January 28, 2016, pages 1–8. ([https://www.bmj.com/content/352/bmj.i469](https://www.bmj.com/content/352/bmj.i469))


\(^13\) Francesco Checchi et al., “World Health Organization and emergency health: if not now, when?” *The BMJ*, Volume 352, Number i469, January 28, 2016, pages 1–8. ([https://www.bmj.com/content/352/bmj.i469](https://www.bmj.com/content/352/bmj.i469))
more on travel than it does on programs to eradicate AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria combined.\textsuperscript{14}

The WHO’s swelling public health mandate has also left the organization increasingly dependent on voluntary contributions to maintain its operations, which, in turn, has increased the influence of individual countries over the WHO. Over the last seven years, voluntary contributions grew by 18 percent, from $3.9 billion in 2014–2015 to more than $4.7 billion in 2018–2019.\textsuperscript{15} For its part, China has used strategically timed voluntary donations to buttress Chinese President Xi Jinping’s geopolitical ambitions while portraying the United States as an unreliable funding partner,\textsuperscript{16} even though the United States contributes 10 times more to the WHO than China does.

Beyond China, the IHR’s governance gaps have also been weaponized by Syrian dictator Bashar al-Assad in his war against Syrian civilians. Since 2013, for example, the WHO has spent millions of dollars on behalf of the Syrian Ministry of Defense to buy blood bags, transfusion equipment, and other medical equipment, even though the ministry prevents any of these supplies from reaching besieged civilians.\textsuperscript{17} Instead, these WHO-subsidized items are often redirected to non-governmental organizations run by Assad’s family and friends,\textsuperscript{18} thereby relieving the regime of the burden of purchasing these items itself. Despite such conduct, the Syrian government won election in May 2021 to the WHO Executive Board, which steers the agency’s work.\textsuperscript{19}

Lastly, the WHO’s annual meetings have maintained an agenda item to debate “health conditions in the occupied Palestinian territory, including east Jerusalem, and in the occupied Syrian Golan.” No agenda item exists for any country other than Israel. On May 26, 2021, the WHO devoted a full day of its eight-day annual session to this agenda item.\textsuperscript{20} During the session, delegations unfairly condemned Israel for violating the health rights of Palestinians as well as those of Syrians in the Golan Heights.\textsuperscript{21} The WHO passed a resolution requiring its director-general to submit another report on this matter in 2022. The 2021 report makes no mention of Hamas or its role in instigating violent anti-Israel demonstrations and insinuates that Israel is responsible for Palestinian domestic violence.\textsuperscript{22} While criticizing Israel is certainly fair, holding Israel to a different standard than the rest of the world meets the working definition of antisemitism adopted by the International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance (IHRA) and the U.S. State Department.\textsuperscript{23}

\textsuperscript{14} Maria Cheng, “AP Exclusive: Health agency spends more on travel than AIDS,” \textit{Associated Press}, May 22, 2017. (https://apnews.com/article/1cf6791d5c14b9299de0f532c75f63b2)
\textsuperscript{22} World Health Organization, Report by the Director-General, “Health conditions in the occupied Palestinian territory, including east Jerusalem, and in the occupied Syrian Golan,” A74/22, May 20, 2021. (https://apps.who.int/gb/ebwha/pdf_/files/WHA74/A74_22-en.pdf)
Recommendations

While the Trump administration in June 2020 announced plans to withdraw from the WHO, the Biden administration reversed that decision. Continued U.S. participation in the WHO could provide Washington with an important platform to advocate for improved global health standards, increased accountability for member states, and a more streamlined WHO portfolio in keeping with the organization's original mandate – if both the administration and Congress are willing to forcefully leverage U.S. contributions to achieve reforms.

As a starting point, the United States should push the WHO to make the following reforms:

- **Demand an independent UN investigation into the WHO's and China's COVID-19 responses.** The WHO’s internal investigation into its own COVID-19 response, as well as investigative exposés, have uncovered damaging information regarding China's efforts to conceal the extent of the outbreak at its onset. These investigations have raised serious questions about the WHO’s credibility and objectivity. Similar to the UN investigation into widespread fraud in the Iraq Oil-for-Food Program, the United Nations must establish a fully independent panel to investigate the WHO’s COVID-19 response as well as Beijing’s violations of its IHR obligations.

- **Narrow the WHO’s mandate.** The WHO was never intended to implement global health activities and has strayed too far from its original mandate. The WHO’s Constitution underscores its role in coordinating and promoting global health cooperation – not in overseeing its execution. The WHO should therefore aim to outsource certain functions to other responsible entities already leading the way in those fields, thus allowing the WHO to focus on a smaller number of core functions wherein it maintains a comparative advantage. These efforts should include renegotiating key aspects of the IHR to improve accountability over rogue states, as well as streamlining the organization's operations.

- **Lead a coalition of like-minded WHO members in passing a resolution wherein the WHO formally adopts the IHRA’s working definition of antisemitism.** This would enable the WHO to insist that standing agenda items solely focused on Israel violate the agency’s own policies and must be removed. If the agency does not adopt and implement the IHRA working definition, Congress should consider tying U.S. funding to the WHO to such adoption and implementation.

At its best, the WHO is a vehicle to promote global health standards. At its worst, it provides cover to regimes that disregard international norms. The world failed to reform the WHO after both SARS and Ebola. Repeating that mistake could have disastrous consequences for global health in the future.

---


Introduction

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) is responsible for all international matters related to communications and technology. As technology advances, the organization will play a vital role in guaranteeing interoperability in international communications networks.

In 1949, following the adoption of the International Telecommunication Convention, the ITU became a UN specialized agency. The ITU is divided into three sectors: Radiocommunication (ITU-R), Telecommunication Development (ITU-D), and Telecommunication Standardization (ITU-T). ITU-R manages global radio spectrum and satellite orbit resources. ITU-D supports developing countries with telecommunications construction, and ITU-T coordinates standards for telecommunications and information and communications technology. The ITU’s decisions are binding for member states. However, ITU-R’s standards are issued as recommendations. While most member states comply, they are not obligated to do so.

The Plenipotentiary Conference, the ITU’s supreme decision-making organ, incorporating all 193 member states, convenes every four years. In the interval between meetings, the ITU Council, composed of 48 members, serves as the organization’s governing body. The ITU’s General Secretariat, led by the organization’s secretary-general, manages the union and its sectors’ day-to-day work, administration, and budgetary planning.

Problems

Beijing recognizes the ITU’s influence over the global system. The Chinese Communist Party orients its national strategy around asymmetrically influencing international standards. Beijing's National
Standardization Work for 2020 report calls for China’s “in-depth participation in the governance of international standards organizations.” Beijing has determined that the ITU, along with the International Standardization Organization (ISO) and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), is one of the three most important international standards-setting organizations.

By contrast, the United States and its allies and partners approach the ITU in a trustful, fragmented, and ad hoc way. If China is able to cement a leadership position within the ITU, Chinese commercial players, technical standards, and geopolitical ambitions are poised to benefit disproportionately at the expense of free-market ideals, privacy, and security. The American-led world order would pay the price.

In 2018, China launched a two-year research project called “China Standards 2035,” designed to establish an informational foundation for Beijing’s National Standardization Strategy Outline. The project is currently under development. At the project’s launch, Dai Hong of China’s National Standardization Management Committee declared that “global technical standards are still in the process of being formed. This gives China’s industry and standards the opportunity to surpass the world.” A 2015 article in the Zhejiang Daily by the then-deputy director of the Zhejiang Provincial Party Committee’s Policy Research Office explains that “under the conditions of economic globalization and modern market economy … standards are the commanding heights, discourse power, and the power to control. Therefore, the one who obtains the standards gains the world.” That is why Chinese leadership of the ITU should raise concerns.

Houlin Zhao, a graduate of China’s Nanjing University of Posts and Telecommunications, is in the middle of his second four-year term as the ITU’s secretary-general. Chinese media and academic discussions have trumpeted his post’s significance for China’s global influence. Zhao’s milestone accomplishment at the ITU was the development of coordination mechanisms for the ITU to work with the ISO and the IEC. He has been a loud defender of Huawei: In response to U.S. and global pressure in 2019, he declared that the ITU had “not come across any evidence pointing at security concerns of [Huawei’s] equipment.” Zhao has also overseen Huawei-sponsored ITU events.

"Chinese control of the ITU is a threat to U.S. interests. Beijing’s ‘state-led, enterprise-driven’ model leverages China’s centralization and scale to exploit the open global rule-making system."

Chinese control of the ITU is a threat to U.S. interests. Beijing’s “state-led, enterprise-driven” model leverages China’s centralization and scale to exploit the open global rule-making system.


34. Permanent Mission of the People’s Republic of China to the United Nations, “我国推荐的候选人赵厚麟连任国际电联副秘书长 我国推荐的候选人赵厚麟连任国际电联副秘书长 [Houlin Zhao, a candidate recommended by [China], was re-elected as Deputy Secretary-General of ITU],” October 2010. (http://chnun.chinamission.org.cn/chn/zgylhg/jsyfz/kjcfz/P020101021150791539136.pdf)


global rule-making system. The United States has twice as many registered ITU sector members as China, enabling them to contribute to working groups and policy discussions, thereby influencing outcomes. However, the American entities do not all follow a single directive or government tasking. Rather, they compete and negotiate amongst themselves and others.

Chinese players also possess global market positions – and leverage – that grant them influence beyond their direct member count. For example, Huawei subsidiaries in Germany (Huawei Technologies Düsseldorf GmbH), Switzerland (Huawei Technologies Switzerland AG), and Sweden (Huawei Technologies Sweden AB) are all registered as ITU sector members. The U.S. Department of Commerce has designated Huawei as a risk to U.S. national security and foreign policy interests.

Recommendations
The United States would benefit from efforts that coordinate the influence of the United States and its principal allies and partners. Specifically, the U.S. government should:

• Develop an election strategy to ensure that individuals elected to ITU leadership posts – ITU secretary-general, deputy secretary-general, the three key director posts, and additional working-group leadership roles – do not serve Beijing’s interests. The moment for this is now. ITU elected officials may serve a maximum of two four-year terms in any elected post, meaning Zhao will not be eligible for re-election in 2023. U.S. support for the candidacy of Doreen Bogdan-Martin stands as a timely example of a deliberate election approach that could be coordinated and replicated by the State Department moving forward.

• Work with relevant U.S. industries to share information and coordinate in advance of ITU deliberations and working-group functions. Coordination among U.S. private-sector contributors can help protect against Chinese pressure and influence campaigns that may trade preferential policy treatment in the Chinese market for cooperation in policymaking debates at the ITU and related international organizations.

• Encourage additional private-sector organizations to apply for sector member status at the ITU and bodies that feed into the ITU’s standard-setting process, such as the Third Generation Partnership Project. Sector members and contributors at linked industry associations provide a critical, undervalued voice in the complex bargaining processes of technical standard setting. China enjoys an asymmetry in terms of the centralization and non-market support provided to its private sector, whose representation in ITU sector membership is growing.

• Work with allies and partners – and their private sectors – to share information about the long-term risks of adopting Chinese-backed standards. For example, the emerging standards that define 5G telecommunications not only bear security implications, but also promise significant economic returns to those who shape them: U.S. leadership in 4G generated some $125 billion in revenue for American companies.

Introduction

The World Trade Organization (WTO) is an intergovernmental body charged with regulating international trade. It officially commenced operations in 1995, replacing the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.\(^{42}\) With more than 164 member states, which collectively account for 96 percent of all international trade and 97 percent of global gross domestic product, the WTO is the largest international economic organization in the world.\(^{43}\) The WTO seeks to lower trade barriers through negotiation, thereby allowing trade to flow smoothly and providing members with an objective, rules-based mechanism for dealing with trade disputes. WTO member states rely on consensus to make major decisions, made either by ministers, who meet at least once every two years, or by their ambassadors or delegates, who meet regularly at WTO headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland. A 600-person secretariat supports the WTO’s efforts, primarily by servicing WTO delegate bodies with respect to negotiations and the implementation of trade agreements. Any WTO member that assesses another member is in breach of a WTO agreement can use the organization’s dispute settlement system to settle the disagreement.\(^{44}\)

---


The WTO’s operating budget consists of mandatory annual dues, apportioned using a formula that assesses each member’s share of international trade in goods, services, and intellectual property. Its 2020 budget totaled approximately $220 million, spent mostly paid on salaries, consulting fees, and general maintenance. In 2020, the United States contributed $25 million to the WTO, accounting for approximately 12 percent of the organization’s budget.

Problems

There is a strong international consensus about the need for WTO reform, primarily in response to the unique challenges posed by China’s distinctive economic structure, including its predatory economic behavior and non-market practices. These efforts, such as Beijing’s reliance on industrial subsidies and forced technology transfer, run counter to WTO rules and norms. China also routinely employs other mercantilist trade practices, such as high tariffs and domestic content requirements, to illegally discriminate against foreign products and foreign producers. Owing to gaps in rules, the WTO remains ill-equipped to respond to these and other Chinese provocations.

In response to these and other pressures, the international trading system has devolved into one marked by wildly uneven tariffs and the promotion of trade rules that often apply to some countries but not others. For example, in the case of China and India, the world’s second- and fifth-largest economies, respectively, WTO rules allow both countries to self-identify as “developing countries,” thus allowing them special treatment on a wide range of trade-related issues.

The organization’s consensus-based governance model, coupled with the WTO director-general’s limited decision-making authorities, has hindered one of the WTO’s core missions – negotiating new trade agreements. In fact, in its entire history, the WTO has negotiated only one trade agreement covering all its members, the 2013 Trade Facilitation Agreement. That deal was possible only because it provided developing countries with tremendous flexibility in determining which commitments they would implement. In the absence of new trade deals, smaller blocs of WTO states have instead begun discussing separate, plurilateral agreements on a wide range of issues, including digital trade and e-commerce.

A number of the WTO’s current challenges are directly linked to its two-tier dispute settlement system, in which an expert panel makes a preliminary ruling about a member’s violation of WTO rules. Appeals to those rulings can be elevated to the WTO’s

46. Ibid., pages 180–181.
Appellate Body, which previous U.S. administrations asserted was diminishing member rights and creating new obligations not found in the ruling’s original text. In protest, the Trump administration refused to support the appointment of new members to the Appellate Body. As a result, the Appellate Body currently lacks the necessary quorum of judges to evaluate and issue new rulings.

Beijing maintains a surprisingly strong track record of compliance with WTO rulings on complaints brought against China. However, the WTO’s dispute settlement mechanism is itself incapable of addressing all of China’s trade violations, a number of which fall outside the scope of the WTO’s current rules. This includes China’s failure to fulfill its obligations to protect copyrights, trademarks, patents, and other intellectual property rights, some of which also fall under the jurisdiction of the UN World Intellectual Property Organization.

Recommendations

As the world deals with the fallout from COVID-19 and China’s increasing use of coercion to advance its economic ambitions, a healthy debate about the WTO and the benefits of free trade is warranted. But withdrawal from the WTO would be economically devastating for the United States and would allow other WTO members, such as China and the European Union, to benefit while relegating America to the sidelines. Instead, the United States, in concert with its allies, should endeavor to reform the WTO from within, with a focus on addressing China’s coercive, non-market practices. As part of this effort, the United States should:

- **Maintain leverage to reform the Appellate Body.** The Biden administration should maintain the Trump administration’s stance regarding dispute settlement reform, including by refusing to appoint any new members to the WTO’s Appellate Body until appropriate changes can be agreed upon by the WTO’s 164 members. A series of proposals developed in 2019 by WTO-appointed special facilitator David Walker address a number of U.S. concerns and provide a starting point for broader negotiations.

- **Initiate more complaints against China.** While imperfect, the WTO’s dispute resolution process has proven partially effective in addressing China’s protectionism and its other illegal trade practices. The problem, however, is that this process has been underutilized by the United States and its allies, particularly as it relates to Chinese intellectual property theft, forced technology transfer, and state subsidies.

- **Develop an allied framework to discuss needed rule changes.** The United States and its closest allies should develop a collaborative framework to evaluate new WTO rules to address the economic distortions associated with China’s state capitalism.

- **Get Congress off the sidelines.** Congress has an important role to play on trade matters, and there is strong bipartisan support for WTO reform and for a tougher line on China. Increased congressional attention on WTO reform will signal a seriousness about this issue, which may strengthen the hands of U.S. negotiators as they seek to present a united American front when dealing with other WTO members.

---


INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION
By Toby Dershowitz and Dylan Gresik

Introduction
In 1944, representatives of 52 countries signed the Convention on International Civil Aviation, commonly known as the Chicago Convention. In order “to develop the principles and techniques of international air navigation and to foster the planning and development of international air transport,” the convention established the Montreal-based International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), which became a UN specialized agency in 1947.

ICAO adopts technical standards and recommended practices to achieve uniformity in the development, organization, and oversight of international aviation. The agency is not a global regulator, since it cannot impose or enforce standards. Rather, it assists in their adoption and implementation.

The ICAO Assembly, consisting of representatives from all 193 UN member states, elects 36 members of the ICAO Council to three-year terms. The council approves changes to aviation standards, administers the organization’s finances, and submits annual reports to the ICAO Assembly. The council also elects a council president and appoints a secretary general to lead the

58. Ibid.
ICAO Secretariat, the agency’s “administrative and expert bureaucracy.”

ICAO’s work helps the United States promote safe, secure, and affordable global aviation, an industry essential to all economies. According to ICAO, global airline traffic is projected to reach 10 billion passengers per year on 90 million flights by 2040.

For fiscal year 2021, the estimated U.S. assessed contribution to ICAO is $16.4 million, comprising 20.5 percent of the agency’s budget. The United States also provides voluntary contributions annually, often to support aviation security initiatives, including $1.2 million in 2019. In 2019, the United States withheld approximately $2.4 million in contributions pursuant to Sec. 7048(a) of the fiscal year 2019 Consolidated Appropriations Act, which mandates the withholding of 15 percent of contributions to international organizations that do not implement sufficient whistleblower protections. The State Department has since restored full funding.

### Problems

Since 2015, Dr. Fang Liu has served as ICAO’s secretary-general, making the global aviation body one of four UN specialized agencies headed by Chinese nationals in 2021. Liu previously spent two decades as a senior official in China’s state-owned General Administration of Civil Aviation. Liu’s tenure as secretary-general deserves significant scrutiny.

A Canadian Broadcasting Corporation investigation revealed a breach of ICAO’s servers by a Chinese state-sponsored hacker group in early 2019, three years after the hack occurred. The hackers reportedly gained...

---


access to the agency’s system through a compromised laptop belonging to the son of then-ICAO Council President Olumuyiwa Benard Aliu. The hackers compromised the laptop while the son, who was also an ICAO official, was in Beijing. Leaked documents show that ICAO staff sought to cover up the incident, and Liu reportedly "shelved internal recommendations" to investigate further.

A senior official-turned-whistleblower accused Liu of "toxic and hostile" leadership marked by "cronyism" and "favoritism." Notwithstanding a process put in place to review those complaints, no investigation took place. ICAO fired the whistleblower in December 2019.

In response to these events, the State Department withheld funds from ICAO, asserting that the agency "mishandled allegations of wrongdoing and retaliation by the Secretary-General," and that "the ICAO Secretariat would not implement a newly revised whistleblower protection policy approved by the Council." Yet by September 2020, the department elected to pay the withheld amount after determining that ICAO had "implemented key ethics and oversight reforms" at the urging of the United States, "despite pushback from the Secretariat and a number of member states."

Separately, ICAO has systematically excluded Taiwan throughout Liu’s tenure, in apparent deference to China’s political demands. Taiwan, as a non-member, was last invited to ICAO’s triennial assembly in 2013, prior to Liu’s appointment.

In 2018, the agency reportedly ignored Taiwan’s concerns about Chinese flight routes in the Taiwan Strait and omitted Taiwan’s Taoyuan International Airport from its list of the world’s busiest airports despite the airport’s having the 11th-largest volume


of traffic. At the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, ICAO barred Taiwan – a major aviation hub near the center of the outbreak – from discussions on best practices to slow the spread of the virus. ICAO’s official Twitter account subsequently blocked voices critical of the decision.

“At the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, ICAO barred Taiwan – a major aviation hub near the center of the outbreak – from discussions on best practices to slow the spread of the virus.”

In 2013, Senator Bob Menendez (D-NJ) and Representative Ed Royce (R-CA) introduced legislation directing the U.S. secretary of state to “develop a strategy to obtain observer status for Taiwan” at ICAO, which was later signed into law by President Barack Obama. A bipartisan letter from U.S. lawmakers in February 2020 condemned ICAO’s exclusion of Taiwan, and Senator Ted Cruz (R-TX) specifically criticized Liu for “pursuing the agenda of [her] former employer rather than the mission of the ICAO.”

ICAO has also been mired in controversy surrounding the downing of Ukraine International Airlines Flight PS752. Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) shot down PS752 on January 8, 2020, killing 176 civilians. Iran declined to close its civilian airspace in the hours following Iranian ballistic missile strikes against U.S. forces in Iraq. An IRGC missile defense unit subsequently downs PS752. The incident exposed the need for ICAO to pursue stronger, tailored enforcement mechanisms beyond diplomatic engagement when member states are suspected of violating the Chicago Convention. Institutional reforms aimed at reducing the risk of future attacks and ensuring national authorities pursue credible investigations may also be necessary. In this case, Iran used weapons against a civilian aircraft, failed to safeguard the wreckage, and then conducted a flawed investigation. Thus far, the Islamic Republic has faced no ramifications at ICAO.

Recommendations

On February 25, 2021, the ICAO Council appointed Juan Carlos Salazar of Columbia to be secretary-general beginning August 1, 2021, when Liu’s term ends. The United States should undertake a review of how ICAO can become more effective in addressing challenges to civil aviation. This review could include a congressional request for a U.S. Government Accountability Office report on the agency. The United States should also:

- **Champion Taiwan’s bid for observer status.** The United States should push ICAO to grant Taiwan observer status. By barring Taiwan from participating in its assembly sessions, ICAO undermines aviation safety in Asia. Taiwan’s exclusion allows China to take unilateral actions, such as instituting new flight routes, without addressing regional safety concerns.

- **Prioritize ethics reforms.** The Biden administration should support candidates for ICAO leadership positions who have a record of impartiality and integrity and commit to implementing the agency’s revised Framework on Ethics and the UN Standards of Conduct. Moreover, the United States should push ICAO to fully implement ethics and oversight reforms, including a new mechanism to investigate allegations of misconduct by any secretary general or council president. These measures will ensure greater transparency, accountability, and independence. If the agency reneges on reforms, the United States should once again withhold a portion of its contributions.

- **Support reforms to conflict-zone safety standards.** The United States should encourage the adoption and full implementation of the remaining Safer Skies proposals for conflict zones, which Canada developed following concerns over Iran’s handling of warnings, risk management, and airspace preceding the downing of PS752.82

- **Support reformed standards to ensure transparency and accountability.** The United States and its partners must hold Iran and all ICAO member states to their treaty obligations, including those concerning transparent, comprehensive investigations. As a Canadian government report on PS752 concluded, Iran, “[t]he party responsible for” downing the airliner, “investigat[ed] itself, largely in secret. That does not inspire confidence or trust.”83 Efforts to improve compliance and transparency in aircraft incident investigations like the PS752 case also deserve full U.S. support.

- **Push for implementation of enhanced security standards.** State and non-state threats to global civil aviation are evolving. The United States should lead efforts within ICAO to continue the implementation of new security standards, such as measures endorsed in UN Security Council Resolutions 2396 and 2309, the latter of which calls on ICAO “to effectively address the threat posed by terrorist targeting of civil aviation.”84

---

Introduction

In 1957, UN member states established the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) to facilitate international cooperation to promote peaceful uses of atomic energy, provide assistance on nuclear safety, and prevent nuclear materials from being diverted toward military uses. In 1970, parties to the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) expanded the IAEA’s mission to include verifying states’ compliance with the treaty.

Article III of the NPT requires the treaty’s non-nuclear-weapon states parties to conclude a “comprehensive safeguards agreement” (CSA) with the IAEA. Under the CSA, states must provide the agency with specific information about nuclear facilities and activities, and in turn, the IAEA conducts on-site inspections to ensure the non-diversion of nuclear material.

The United States serves on the IAEA’s 35-member policymaking body, the Board of Governors. The United States is the largest contributor to the IAEA, providing roughly $200 million annually, or 25 percent of the

---

87. For states with a CSA but little to no nuclear material or activities on their territories, a CSA protocol called a Small Quantities Protocol (SQP) holds in abeyance Part II of the CSA. A state with an SQP may still conclude an Additional Protocol.
agency's regular budget. In 2019, the board elected IAEA Director General Rafael Grossi to a four-year term. The director general oversees the Vienna-based IAEA Secretariat, which verifies NPT compliance.

**Problems**

In the 1980s and 1990s, Iraq, North Korea, Libya, and Taiwan covertly established or furthered nuclear weapons programs despite IAEA safeguards. In response, the Board of Governors recognized that the IAEA has an obligation under the CSA to ascertain not only the “correctness” of states’ CSA declarations, but also their “completeness.” Thus, the board determined that regardless of inspection deficiencies that previously allowed states to hide proliferation activities, the agreement empowers the IAEA to investigate undeclared nuclear activities.

In 1997, the Board of Governors authorized states to conclude a voluntary supplementary agreement to the CSA, known as the Additional Protocol (AP). The AP enables “the IAEA inspectorate to provide assurance about both declared and possible undeclared activities. Under the Protocol, the IAEA is granted expanded rights of access to information and sites” provided under the CSA. As of early 2021, 136 of the IAEA’s 172 member states and Euratom have an AP in force, reflecting a majority in favor of strengthened safeguards.

The IAEA began investigating Iran in 2002 following revelations that Tehran had undeclared fuel-cycle facilities and activities with military nuclear dimensions. Iran provisionally implemented the AP from 2003 to 2006 and provisionally implemented it again as of January 2016 under the nuclear accord known as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA). Tehran suspended implementation in early 2021. The IAEA failed to utilize the CSA and AP to fully verify Iran’s nuclear activities.

In 2018, Israel seized an Iranian archive documenting Tehran’s secret nuclear activities, prompting the IAEA to begin investigating new information about undeclared nuclear material and activities in Iran. The IAEA inspected and found undeclared uranium

---

particles at three related Iranian sites. Tehran is currently stonewalling the inspectors.\textsuperscript{95}

The United States and the European parties to the JCPOA are currently negotiating Washington’s and Tehran’s return to the nuclear accord, following the U.S. withdrawal in May 2018 and Iran’s subsequent drawdown of its commitments.\textsuperscript{96}

Recommendations

A lesson for the IAEA and its member states is that all states must implement the AP. The IAEA must use all available tools to detect undeclared nuclear activities.

- The Biden administration should urge more states to implement AP safeguards as a check against clandestine nuclear weapons programs. Saudi Arabia and Egypt are two countries with growing nuclear activities. They can instill confidence by applying the AP with its enhanced safeguards.

- The IAEA must make full use of its AP authorities. The IAEA should not repeat its flawed approach to Iran, where the agency refrained from requesting access to sites where Tehran likely conducted or furthered military nuclear activities. For example, the IAEA still has not requested access to numerous sites detailed in the nuclear archive.

- The Biden administration should urge the IAEA to review its existing safeguards system and assess how it missed safeguards violations in Iran. The IAEA should develop recommendations to improve its capabilities going forward.

- Under its CSA authorities, the IAEA should request deep inspections and access to all Iranian sites, personnel, and documentation potentially related to ongoing nuclear weaponization research. Tehran’s efforts to maintain a nuclear weapons option violates Iran’s NPT commitments.

- The Biden administration should support the IAEA’s ongoing investigation and encourage the Board of Governors to vote to hold Tehran accountable. This should happen regardless of the status of the current nuclear negotiations.

- Congress should act as a legislative check on the Biden administration’s actions regarding Iran’s nuclear program, including sanctions relief, and hold hearings with senior administration officials to ascertain the status of negotiations. One option is for the administration to permit a bipartisan group of lawmakers to observe nuclear negotiations with the Islamic Republic.

- Should the Biden administration re-enter the JCPOA, the IAEA should prepare for the proliferation of enrichment and reprocessing technologies in the Middle East. Indeed, the JCPOA permits Iran to maintain and grow its enrichment program to levels that would enable a dash to nuclear weapons. Tehran’s rivals may seek to match its capabilities.


Introduction

In 1993, multilateral negotiations resulted in the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production, Stockpiling and Use of Chemical Weapons, or Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC). The CWC entered into force in 1997, establishing the convention's monitoring and implementation body, the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW). The CWC and OPCW currently have 193 members.97

The CWC and OPCW aim to achieve the worldwide elimination of chemical weapons. A state party to the CWC commits never to “develop, produce, otherwise acquire, stockpile or retain chemical weapons” and to declare and destroy existing chemical weapons stocks and production facilities.98 CWC parties must also declare annually their stocks and locations of sensitive chemicals and precursors listed in the CWC’s control annex. States’ commitments and activities are subject to OPCW monitoring, reporting, and on-site verification.

The OPCW, headquartered in The Hague, Netherlands, has three main bodies: the Executive Council (EC), consisting of 41 elected member states; the all-member Conference of States Parties (CSP); and the Technical Secretariat, which carries out CWC implementation and verification activities. In 2017, the EC elected Director-General Fernando Arias to a four-year term. The United States contributes

nearly $28 million annually to the OPCW, or about 22 percent of the organization’s budget.\textsuperscript{99}

**Problems**

The OPCW and CWC have recently come under strain due to Russia’s and Syria’s uses of chemical weapons in violation of international norms and laws. Russia, a CWC signatory and OPCW member state, has used the organization to shield itself and its client regime in Damascus from accountability for their uses of chemical weapons. The CWC has few enforcement mechanisms, and some member states have been unwilling to challenge Moscow.\textsuperscript{100}

In 2013, the regime of Syrian dictator Bashar al-Assad began using chemical weapons against civilians during the country’s civil war. The regime briefly paused its chemical weapons attacks following a Russian-brokered agreement under which Damascus joined the OPCW in September 2013, thus enabling verification of the dismantling, destruction, or removal of Syria’s declared chemical weapons and production capabilities. An OPCW-UN Joint Mission stated in June 2014 that the verification of the destruction of Syria’s declared stockpile was complete.\textsuperscript{101}

However, Damascus did not declare all its capabilities and stockpiles, and the OPCW later determined that Assad resumed using chemical weapons in April 2014.

A July 2020 EC decision required Syria to fully declare its programs by October 2020 and to demonstrate compliance with the CWC.\textsuperscript{102} The OPCW director-general reiterated in February 2021 that Damascus had failed to do so.\textsuperscript{103} In April 2021, the CSP voted to restrict Syria’s rights and privileges at the OPCW – including its voting rights – until Damascus meets its CWC obligations.\textsuperscript{104}

Russia has consistently questioned the validity of the OPCW’s technical conclusions on Syria and has encumbered the organization’s investigation of


Moscow’s March 2018 Novichok attack in Salisbury, England, against former Russian double agent Sergei Skripal. Moscow even attempted to hack the OPCW headquarters in 2018.

In an effort to placate U.S. and British concerns and obfuscate its role in the Salisbury attack, Russia participated in a November 2019 consensus vote in which, for the first time in CWC history, the CSP successfully moved to amend the CWC’s Schedule 1 control list to include some Novichok-family substances. However, this did not stop Moscow from using Novichok again in an August 2020 attack against Russian dissident Alexei Navalny. Moscow denied involvement despite clear evidence that Russia’s Federal Security Service was to blame.

“Since 2017, Moscow has also pressured some states to vote against U.S. interests or abstain in key OPCW decisions.”

Since 2017, Moscow has also pressured some states to vote against U.S. interests or abstain in key OPCW decisions. The OPCW’s voting process, which features open ballots and requires a two-thirds majority to approve decisions, has resulted in Russia delaying, but not halting, the organization’s work.

**Recommendations**

The OPCW Technical Secretariat is tasked with verifying states’ declarations about their chemical weapons facilities, production capabilities, and stockpiles. The CWC does not empower the OPCW itself to request access to suspect sites or to investigate non-compliance at undeclared locations. Instead, member states can request OPCW investigations and fact-finding missions in states about which they have compliance concerns. Another mechanism, an OPCW “challenge inspection,” permits a state party to request an inspection of another state’s facility if the requesting state suspects that facility houses undeclared and banned chemicals, production capabilities, or chemical weapons stockpiles. Of course, target states can simply ignore their legal obligations, prohibit OPCW access, or withhold cooperation. The CSP can bring compliance matters to the attention of the UN General Assembly or UN Security Council, but actions by the latter body would be subject to Russian or Chinese veto.

---


111. The challenge-inspection mechanism has never been used, because states fear it could lead to retaliatory and arbitrary inspection requests by the inspected state, thereby weakening the OPCW’s authority and strength. Challenge inspections also may not succeed in detecting violations if, for example, a state hid its chemical weapons stockpiles or production facilities prior to inspection. This could allow the inspected state to falsely claim exoneration and provide further ammunition to disrupt and delegitimize the OPCW’s work. See: Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production, Stockpiling and Use of Chemical Weapons, Paris, January 13, 1993, Article IX. (https://www.opcw.org/chemical-weapons-convention/articles/article-ix-consultations-cooperation-and-fact-finding)
With these practical constraints in mind, the Biden administration should lead a multilateral campaign within the OPCW to press the EC and CSP to vote at upcoming OPCW meetings to:

- **Condemn both Russian and Syrian violations and expose states that fail to uphold international norms and laws** against the use of chemical weapons.

- **Require Russia to declare its Novichok production capabilities and stockpiles,** since Russian production and possession of chemical weapons violate the CWC.

- **Establish a full OPCW technical investigation into the Navalny attack.**

- **Revoke Russia’s voting rights and privileges at the OPCW if Moscow does not comply** with the requirements noted above and if challenge inspections do not succeed in addressing Russia’s non-compliance.\(^{112}\)

The Biden administration should also:

- **Continue to adopt unilateral sanctions,** in consultation with Congress and in coordination with U.S. allies and partners, to prevent revisionist states from stockpiling or using chemical weapons.

- **Consult with Congress,** which should hold hearings on the OPCW and chemical weapons-related issues and inform and enhance the administration’s efforts.

- **Support candidates for OPCW director-general who pledge to assume more responsibility for publicizing and redressing compliance failures.** The next election for OPCW director-general will occur in the fall of 2021, with the winner assuming office in mid-2022.

---

Introduction

The UN General Assembly (UNGA) established the UN Human Rights Council (UNHRC) in 2006 to replace the UN Commission on Human Rights, which the UN Economic and Social Council created in 1946. The UNGA disbanded the commission due to the prevalence of human rights abusers among its member states.

The UNHRC has a rotating membership of 47 states, which each serve for three years upon election by a simple majority of the UNGA. The UNGA votes by secret ballot, leaving no record of which states supported the candidacies of China, Russia, or other human rights abusers.

Every five years, the UNHRC’s Universal Periodic Review assesses the human rights records of UN member states. The UNHRC also institutes what it describes as “Special Procedures,” which consist of “special rapporteurs, special representatives, independent experts and working groups that monitor, examine, advise and publicly report on thematic issues or human rights situations in specific countries.”

The Trump administration withdrew from the UNHRC in 2018, citing the council’s anti-Israel bias and failure “to prevent the world’s worst human rights abusers from gaining … membership.” The Biden administration returned to the council as an observer.


in February 2021 and pledged to seek election to the council in January 2022.115

**Problems**

Like its predecessor, the UNHRC has become a club for the world’s worst dictatorships, including China, Cuba, Libya, Mauritania, Pakistan, Russia, and Venezuela. These countries advance a culture of impunity for repressive regimes. At the same time, the council has devoted a disproportionate amount of its time and resources to condemning Israel. The UNHRC has passed roughly an equal number of resolutions condemning Israel as it has for the rest of the world combined.116 Meanwhile, by evaluating liberal democracies and repressive regimes in tandem, the UNHRC’s Universal Periodic Review perpetuates a moral equivalence between human rights gold standards and abusers.117

The case of China provides a grim example of the UNHRC’s failures. Thanks to deft coalition building with other serial abusers as well as economic and political coercion against potential detractors, Beijing has stymied efforts to hold China accountable for grave human rights violations. These include the detention of more than a million Uighur Muslims in concentration camps,118 violent crackdowns on pro-democracy activists in Hong Kong and Tibet in 2019–2021,119 and the suppression of information at the outset of the COVID-19 pandemic.120

In 2020, China warned UN delegations that statements questioning its human rights record could have economic and political consequences.121 Beijing also worked with Cuba, Pakistan, Russia, Syria, and Venezuela to issue statements in support of China’s crackdowns in Hong Kong and Xinjiang.122 Many of the African nations that joined these statements were in the process of negotiating debt repayments with China.123

The success of China and other abusers in winning election to the UNHRC stems from the use of secret ballots and the UNGA’s allocation of candidacies on a regional basis to ensure even representation. In many cases, UNHRC elections are not competitive. In 2020, for example, Cuba and Russia ran unopposed in their regions. China, Pakistan, and Saudi Arabia competed with Nepal and Uzbekistan for four seats representing Asia and the Pacific, with Saudi Arabia ultimately falling short.124

---


116. @HillelNeuer, “UNHRC Condemnations, 2006-2021: North Korea 13 Zimbabwe 0 Venezuela 2 Pakistan 0 Somalia 0 Belarus 11 Eritrea 0 Israel 90 Turkey 0 Russia 0 Sudan 0 Syria 35 China 0 Saudi 0 Qatar 0 Iran 10 Iraq 0,” Twitter, February 8, 2021. (https://twitter.com/HillelNeuer/status/1358736827054780417)


123. Dave Lawler, “Countries that criticized or defended China’s security law for Hong Kong at the UN,” Axios, July 3, 2020. (https://www.axios.com/countries-supporting-china-hong-kong-law-0e9bb6c-3a4e-4a0-8031-aa01a46a7c.html)

In 2020, the UNHRC’s Asian group appointed China to the council’s Consultative Group. The Consultative Group consists of five ambassadors and facilitates the appointment of human rights experts on issues such as freedom of speech and religion; housing; public health; and water and sanitation. It also appoints individuals to monitor human rights conditions in countries such as Cambodia, Iran, Burma, and North Korea, all of which maintain close diplomatic ties with Beijing.

As early as 2013, a whistleblower named Emma Reilly accused the UNHRC of providing Beijing with the identities of Chinese dissidents who submit human rights complaints. Meanwhile, the UNHRC has held Israel to a double standard. The council’s Agenda Item 7 requires an assessment of Israel’s human rights record at every session, a burden no other country bears, violating the UNHRC’s commitment to non-selectivity. The Jewish state’s military responses to terrorist attacks often underpin alleged human rights abuses. Agenda Item 7 resolutions and reports ignore and minimize these threats, in stark contrast to balanced assessments such as the U.S. State Department’s country reports on human rights practices in Israel.

The UNHRC also maintains a special rapporteur with an open-ended mandate solely to investigate Israel. Strident anti-Israel activists have repeatedly filled this position. Additionally, the council has established multiple Israel-focused commissions of inquiry, most notably after Israeli-Palestinian conflicts in 2009 and 2014. These commissions have presumed Israeli guilt and employed investigators with conflicts of interest. Following the Israel-Hamas conflict in May 2021, the UNHRC held a special session in which it approved the council’s first ongoing commission of inquiry.

In March 2016, the UNHRC called on the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to compile a database of companies operating in “Occupied Palestinian Territory, including East Jerusalem, and in


the occupied Syrian Golan.”\textsuperscript{133}\ The high commissioner, without providing evidence that listed companies had done anything illegal, released a database in February 2020 that now serves as a resource for anti-Israel boycott activists.\textsuperscript{134}

**Recommendations**

The UNHRC needs structural reform to purge the influence of repressive regimes. As the Biden administration re-engages the council in the hope of enacting reform, it should keep in mind the failures of its predecessors. When the Obama administration announced in 2009 that the United States would seek election to the UNHRC, then-Secretary of State Hillary Clinton said that America “will engage in the work of improving the UN human rights system.”\textsuperscript{135} The Trump administration made a similar commitment and launched a reform campaign before its 2018 withdrawal.\textsuperscript{136} In both cases, nothing changed. The Biden administration and Congress should condition U.S. support for the UNHRC, including U.S. participation in the Universal Periodic Review, on the following changes:

- **Require open ballots for UNHRC elections.** Forcing UNGA members to publicize their votes could dissuade them from casting votes for abusers, thereby introducing accountability in the UN human rights infrastructure.

- **Require that potential UNHRC members receive a “free” ranking in Freedom House’s Global Freedom Scores.** Countries ranked “partly free” or “not free” should be ineligible for membership.\textsuperscript{137}

- **Launch an independent U.S. investigation into whistleblower complaints alleging that the UNHRC provides names of Chinese dissidents to Beijing.** This practice must end, those responsible should be held accountable, and the whistleblowers should be protected from retaliation.

- **Remove Agenda Item 7.** The UNHRC should address all such resolutions under Agenda Item 4, the agenda item for every other human rights situation on the planet.

- **Drastically alter, if not eliminate, the position of special rapporteur to investigate alleged Israeli abuses.** If kept in place, the rapporteur’s mandate should expand to investigate crimes committed by Palestinian groups, especially terrorist organizations. Either way, the rapporteur’s open-ended mandate should be subject to periodic review, like that of all other UNHRC special rapporteurs.\textsuperscript{138}

- **Eliminate the 2016 blacklist.** This deeply flawed list targets companies for generic business activities and protecting Israeli lives. The list makes no claim that the companies are acting illegally, but it serves as a resource for anti-Israel activists.\textsuperscript{139}

\textsuperscript{133} UN Human Rights Council, Resolution 31/36, March 24, 2016. (https://unispal.un.org/DPA/DPR/unispal.nsf/0/27504FA26B31893385257FDB0074C1FC)


Introduction

The treaty known as the Rome Statute created the International Criminal Court (ICC) in 2002 as a court of last resort for the prosecution of individuals accused of the most serious international crimes, including genocide, war crimes, and crimes against humanity. The Rome Statute largely restricts the ICC to pursuing cases in which the nations with jurisdiction are unable or unwilling to conduct their own proceedings.

The ICC, which is not part of the United Nations, is headquartered in The Hague. There are currently 123 states parties to the ICC, meaning these countries have ratified or acceded to the Rome Statute. Each country has an equal vote to elect the court’s prosecutor and judges. In recent years, a handful of ICC members that are close U.S. allies – Japan, Germany, the United Kingdom, France, Italy, Canada, and Spain – have contributed more than half the ICC’s approximately $200 million annual budget.140

Since the ICC’s founding, every U.S. administration, both Democrats and Republicans, have refused to ratify the ICC or be otherwise bound by the Rome Statute, in part because they feared the ICC’s politicization and misuse.141 The U.S. government provides no funding

---

ICC Prosecutor Fatou Bensouda, whose term expired on June 15, 2021, has been replaced by Karim Khan, a British attorney who previously headed a UN investigation into war crimes committed by the Islamic State. Khan will serve a nine-year non-renewable term as ICC prosecutor.

Problems

During her nine-year term as ICC prosecutor, Bensouda pursued politicized investigations of the United States and Israel for alleged war crimes that fall outside the ICC’s mandate because Israel and the United States are not parties to the ICC. The Trump administration responded by imposing sanctions on Bensouda and one of her aides. The Biden administration lifted those sanctions in April 2021.

The Military Coalition, an American organization representing more than 5.5 million current and former U.S. service members, warned that the ICC investigation of alleged U.S. war crimes relating to Afghanistan “could lead to the arrest, prosecution, and detention of American military personnel and veterans in foreign countries.”

“During her nine-year term as ICC prosecutor, Bensouda pursued politicized investigations of the United States and Israel for alleged war crimes that fall outside the ICC’s mandate because Israel and the United States are not parties to the ICC.”

The Biden and Trump administrations, former Obama administration officials in charge of ICC and detainee issues, and more than 330 members of Congress from both parties have characterized these investigations as illegitimate and opposed them. The Biden administration on April 2, 2021, stated: “We continue to disagree strongly with the ICC’s actions relating to the Afghanistan and Palestinian situations. We maintain our longstanding objection to the Court’s efforts to assert jurisdiction over personnel of non-States Parties such as the United States and Israel.”

---


described how a dozen different U.S. government investigations reviewed the allegations currently before the ICC that military or CIA personnel tortured detainees. According to Lietzau, the United States investigated “every allegation of abuse for which there is credible information,” and “no country has ever self-investigated or self-reported its detention policies and practices more than the United States.”

Ambassador Stephen Rapp, who served as President Obama’s ICC point person from 2009 to 2015, asserted that the allegations against U.S. personnel in Afghanistan are not legally admissible in the ICC, because the U.S. had undertaken domestic accountability processes,” and because “the allegations against Americans did not reach the gravity threshold.”

The ICC’s Rome Statute specifies that a case is “inadmissible” when “the case is not of sufficient gravity.”

In the ICC case involving Israel, Bensouda claimed ICC jurisdiction over alleged Israeli war crimes because they occurred in the Palestinian Authority, which the ICC has accepted as a member. However, Rapp and Ambassador Todd Buchwald, Rapp’s successor, made a detailed joint submission to the ICC in March 2020 explaining why the prosecutor’s reasoning that Palestine qualifies as a “state” under the treaty was “fundamentally flawed.”

Several European governments made similar submissions asserting that the ICC “does not have jurisdiction” to proceed against Israel in this case. Meanwhile, Israel prepared a list of several hundred current and former officials who could be subject to arrest abroad if the ICC moves forward against it.

The ICC has other problems, too. The final report of an Independent Expert Review of the court, commissioned by the ICC’s member states and published in September 2020, sharply criticized the court for inefficiency, lack of focus, and senior officials’ rampant bullying and sexual harassment of subordinates. Since the ICC’s establishment in 2002, it has spent over $2 billion to achieve a paltry nine convictions (just four of them for major crimes).

As a cause of the court’s ineffectiveness, the Independent Expert Review pointed to the ICC’s pursuit of too many cases, including some with “limited feasibility” and insufficient “gravity” (apparent references to the investigations of the United States and Israel). The review concluded that “the current situation is unsustainable having regard to the limited resources available.”

---

150. Submission Pursuant to Rule 103 (Todd F. Buchwald and Steven J. Rapp), Situation in the State of Palestine, ICC-01/18 (ICC, filed March 16, 2020). (https://www.icc-cpi.int/CourtRecords/CR2020_01030.PDF)
The Independent Expert Review also confirmed the pervasiveness of bullying and sexual harassment within the ICC. In a 2018 survey, half of ICC staff said they had been victims of discrimination, sexual harassment, or other abuses. The review said, "[T]here is a general reluctance, if not extreme fear, among many staff to report any alleged act of misconduct or misbehaviour by … a senior [ICC] official… The perception is that they are all immune."  

**Recommendations**

ICC Prosecutor Khan should close the investigations of the United States and Israel and remedy the ICC’s serious internal problems — consistent both with the ICC’s own rules and with the final report of the Independent Expert Review.

The ICC charter provides the prosecutor with discretion over whether to proceed with cases pending before the court. The ICC recently closed its examination of alleged war crimes by UK personnel, on the grounds that the United Kingdom carried out its own “genuine” investigations into the allegations.  

The ICC’s leading contributors (led by Japan, Germany, France, and other close U.S. allies) have several reasons to support closure of the ICC investigations of the United States and Israel. Many of these allies have military personnel stationed abroad who could be negatively impacted by precedents set by an ICC prosecution of U.S. or Israeli troops.  

Appropriate channels exist for these allies to convey to the prosecutor and other ICC officials the substantively strong arguments that the ICC investigations of the United States and Israel are contrary to the ICC’s own rules, and that the ICC must heed the Independent Expert Review’s recommendations.

A reset in the ICC’s relationship with the United States would also help the court more effectively pursue cases that are squarely within its mandate. The cooperation the ICC received from the Obama administration was pivotal for several of the court’s rare successes. However, considering the bipartisan American view that the ICC investigations of the United States and Israel are illegitimate, the Biden administration should not resume such cooperation so long as those investigations continue.

The Biden administration and Congress should:

- **Continue to express strong opposition to the ICC investigations of the United States and Israel.**
- **Make it clear that any fundamental reset of U.S.-ICC relations, to include a resumption of the Obama-era cooperation, is impossible so long as those investigations continue.**
- **Work closely with U.S. allies, including those that are the ICC’s leading funders, to refocus the court on its core judicial mission and to encourage the ICC to remedy its serious management problems.**

---


**Introduction**

In 1947, the UN General Assembly voted to partition the British Mandate of Palestine into two states, one Jewish and one Arab. After Israel declared independence within the boundaries of the Jewish state, Arab armies declared war and attempted to destroy it. The conflict lasted from May 1948 to March 1949 and ended in an armistice agreement but not a formal peace.

The war produced both Arab and Jewish refugees. Israel absorbed roughly 800,000 Jewish refugees exiled from Arab states during and after the war. Arab governments, however, refused to absorb a similar number of Arab refugees. The UN General Assembly established the UN Relief and Works Agency (UNRWA) in 1949 to care for Palestinian Arabs displaced by the 1948–1949 Israeli War of Independence.

Today, even though most of the original refugees are no longer alive, UNRWA provides health care, education, and other basic government-like services in the West Bank, Gaza, Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon. Not accounting for inflation, from 1950 to 2018, American taxpayers contributed more than $6 billion to UNRWA. The United States suspended funding for UNRWA in 2018. The Biden administration announced on April 7, 2021, that it would resume funding to UNRWA without any concrete plans for reform.

---

Problems

In 1950, the UN General Assembly established the position of UN High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) to assist refugee populations around the world. UNRWA, having a separate mandate, was not included – and today remains the only nominally refugee-focused agency independent of UNHCR. Unlike UNHCR’s mandate to provide “durable solutions” to refugees, including voluntary repatriation, local integration, and third-country resettlement, UNRWA has no such mandate.163 The agency openly declares that it “has no authority to seek lasting durable solutions for refugees, including resettlement in third countries.”164 This creates a dynamic whereby refugee status endures across multiple generations, leading UNRWA to claim today that more than 5 million people are registered as Palestinian refugees.

Unlike many UN agencies to which the United States provides large sums of funding, UNRWA has no board of directors to conduct oversight and steer the organization. The agency’s inefficiency and bloated bureaucracy is readily apparent. UNRWA serves a population of more than 5 million people with a staff of roughly 30,000, while UNHCR serves more than 20 million people worldwide with a staff of only 10,000.

In recent years, Congress has raised concerns about an UNRWA school headmaster moonlighting as a terrorist, UNRWA schools storing weapons and launching rockets against Israel, and issues related to waste, fraud, and abuse.165 In January 2021, UNRWA’s secretary-general acknowledged that the agency’s educational curricula refer to Israel as the “enemy,” teach math by counting “martyred” terrorists, and include the phrase “Jihad is one of the doors to Paradise” in grammar lessons.166

While UNRWA asserts there are 5 million Palestinian refugees, then-U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo announced in January 2021 that less than 5 percent of people registered with UNRWA meet the internationally recognized criteria for refugee status.167 Most are citizens of Jordan or residents of the West Bank or Gaza – that is, they are currently living in the territory they seek for a future state of Palestine.

UNRWA’s mandate and inaccurate labeling of people as refugees perpetuates conditions conducive to instability and violence in the Middle East. UNRWA raises generation after generation of Palestinian children to believe that they are entitled to occupy homes that do not belong to their families but that Palestinians claim should be part of a Palestinian state. Israel, of course, would never open its doors to several million individuals who see it as an enemy.

Achieving an overhaul of UNRWA’s operations and mandate will face several hurdles. Changing UNRWA’s mandate requires a vote by the UN General Assembly. For internal political reasons, the Kingdom of Jordan has

167. @SecPompeo, “We suspended funding to UNRWA, which is riddled with waste, fraud & concerns of support to terrorism. UNRWA is not a refugee agency; it’s estimated <200,000 Arabs displaced in 1948 are still alive and most others are not refugees by any rational criteria,” Twitter, January 14, 2021. (https://twitter.com/SecPompeo/status/1349832113923780610). See also: Richard Goldberg and Jonathan Schanzer, “The U.N. Refugee Agency With Few Actual Refugees,” The Wall Street Journal, February 3, 2021. (https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-u-n-refugee-agency-with-few-actual-refugees-11612378415)
opposed the idea of transitioning UNRWA’s operations in Jordan to bilateral U.S. assistance. Amman fears that either the millions of Palestinians living in Jordan or Muslim Brotherhood instigators could respond by protesting the kingdom’s abandonment of the Palestinian “right of return,” thus fomenting instability. Hezbollah control of Lebanon, Hamas control of Gaza, and the Palestinian Authority’s refusal to acknowledge fewer numbers of legitimate refugees further complicate moving away from UNRWA to bilateral assistance channels.

At the same time, however, the Abraham Accords open new opportunities for dialogue with Arab partners on this issue. UNRWA’s institutionalization of the Arab world’s war on Israel is now outdated – and perhaps threatens the advancement of normalization agreements between Arab states and Israel. Indeed, the agency perpetuates the myth of a Palestinian “right of return” and generates Palestinian resentment toward Arab governments choosing to normalize. The United Arab Emirates notably suspended funding for UNRWA earlier this year until “steps are taken to manage funds more efficiently.”

Recommendations

The Biden administration and Congress must recognize that with less than 5 percent of the people served by UNRWA meeting the internationally recognized criteria for refugee status under the 1951 Refugee Convention, UNRWA is not a refugee agency. Rather, it is a politicized welfare agency riddled with oversight deficiencies and operating on an outdated mandate intended to block Arab-Israeli peace. UNRWA not only stands in the way of Arab-Israeli normalization and Palestinian-Israeli reconciliation; it also prevents millions from building better lives.

Congress is taking incremental steps to address concerns over UNRWA’s educational curricula, while a group of senators are demanding that more comprehensive conditions be placed on U.S. assistance. As Congress considers the Biden administration’s decision to resume funding, members of both parties should consider imposing conditions on U.S. assistance. These conditions should require UNRWA to:

- Allow annual U.S.-led expenditure and beneficiary verification audits.
- Establish a board of governors for oversight.
- Change UNRWA’s mandate to integrate populations wherever they live and terminate the organization within five years.
- Transition responsibility for populations served by UNRWA to host governments by the end of the five-year period, including steps to transition U.S. assistance from multilateral assistance to bilateral assistance in all geographic areas of transition wherever allowed under U.S. law.
- Transition responsibility for at-risk displaced Palestinians, such as those in Syria, to UNHCR, which is already operating in the area.

During the proposed five-year transition period, technical teams from the U.S. Agency for International Development and other agencies should design programs, projects, and budgets to help Palestinians achieve economic independence and long-term opportunities.

The Biden administration and Congress should encourage Arab states normalizing with Israel that are donors to UNRWA, starting with the United Arab Emirates, to support UNRWA reforms and increase their financial support to Palestinians during this transition period. This process can be a win-win for Arab governments – removing a future impediment to normalization, while increasing support for the Palestinian people.

Introduction

UN Security Council Resolutions (UNSCRs) 425 and 426 established the UN Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) in 1978 following Israel’s Operation Litani in southern Lebanon. UNIFIL was tasked with “confirming the withdrawal of Israeli forces, restoring international peace and security and assisting the Government of Lebanon in ensuring the return of its effective authority in the area.”170 In 2006, after the war between Israel and Hezbollah, UNSCR 1701 increased UNIFIL’s size and updated its mandate. The force ballooned to over 10,000 soldiers (with a troop ceiling of 15,000) and employed a civilian staff of around 900 employees, both foreign and local. UNIFIL’s annual budget stands at around $512 million, of which the United States contributes roughly 28 percent, or about $145 million.

UNSCR 1701 mandates UNIFIL to “accompany and support the Lebanese armed forces [LAF] as they deploy throughout the South, including along the Blue Line” with Israel, and to assist the LAF in “the establishment between the Blue Line and the Litani river of an area free of any armed personnel, assets and weapons other than those of the Government of Lebanon and of UNIFIL deployed in this area.”171 The references to armed personnel and weapons are understood to mean Hezbollah and its arsenal. UNSCR 1701 also authorizes UNIFIL “to take all necessary action in areas of deployment of its forces … to ensure that its

area of operations is not utilized for hostile activities of any kind,” and “to resist attempts by forceful means to prevent it from discharging its duties.”

UNIFIL includes a naval component, the Maritime Task Force, consisting of five ships, to support the Lebanese Navy in “preventing the unauthorized entry of arms or related materiel by sea into Lebanon.” 172

Problems

Hezbollah’s infrastructure and capabilities have grown exponentially since 2006 under UNIFIL’s nose. The group actually uses UNIFIL’s area of operations for cross-border attacks into Israel, including breaches of the border fence. In addition, Hezbollah erects observation and intelligence-gathering posts along the border through a front environmental group connected to Hezbollah. 173 At the same time, the LAF impedes UNIFIL’s monitoring of the Blue Line, according to a former UNIFIL liaison officer, 174 a fact also noted in the UN secretary-general’s latest report on the implementation of UNSCR 1701. 175

Hezbollah also constrains UNIFIL’s freedom of operation with attacks on the force’s patrols as well as with harassment and obstruction by what are commonly referred to as “local civilians.” 176 Video of a 2018 attack showed Hezbollah operatives assaulting a UNIFIL vehicle and disarming its soldiers. 177 In 2020, “local civilians” mobbed and obstructed a Finnish patrol in the village of Blida. 178 Former officers note how these attacks impeded UNIFIL’s access to villages. The officers have also observed


inertia at the command level, which seeks to avoid confronting Hezbollah.\(^{179}\)

The LAF also inhibits UNIFIL by demanding that UNIFIL seek prior authorization before inspecting “private property” – a pretext to deny access to suspect sites.\(^{180}\) The LAF, for example, has denied UNIFIL requests to inspect a series of Hezbollah attack tunnels revealed by Israel in 2018.\(^{181}\) The LAF further restricts UNIFIL’s movement by regularly objecting to patrol routes UNIFIL proposes, under the pretext that they are “private roads.”\(^{182}\)

Lebanese officials claim that inspecting Hezbollah arms depots or removing its weapons from the area south of the Litani, UNIFIL’s area of operations, is out of the question.\(^{183}\) Former U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations Kelly Craft therefore described the Lebanese government as an accomplice of Hezbollah in obstructing and denying UNIFIL access.\(^{184}\)

UNIFIL’s Maritime Task Force, which is supposed to ensure no illegal weapons are smuggled to Hezbollah by sea, is limited by its mandate, which authorizes the force merely to hail suspect vessels and then refer them to the LAF navy for inspection. In 2019, Israel briefed the Security Council that Iran was smuggling “dual-use items” by sea, specifically through the Port of Beirut, “to advance Hezbollah’s rocket and missile capabilities.”\(^{185}\) This is likely a reference to Hezbollah’s lethal and growing precision-guided munitions arsenal, provided by Iran in recent years.\(^{186}\) But none of the 15,000 ships referred to the Lebanese authorities for inspection have ever been declared to be carrying materiel for Hezbollah.\(^{187}\) This suspicious behavior continues. In the period between June and October 2020, UNIFIL referred 245 vessels to the LAF for inspection. According to the UN secretary-general’s report on that period, six of those referrals “were not acted upon.” UNIFIL did not receive clarification as to why.\(^{188}\)

---


Recommendations

The Trump administration failed to amend UNIFIL’s mandate to allow for more robust patrolling, unrestricted access, and increased freedom of operation. In 2020, the United States threatened to veto renewal of the force’s mandate unless modest reforms were adopted. Under diplomatic pressure, the Trump administration backed down and supported the mandate’s renewal with minor changes that did not alter the longstanding status quo.

Given UNIFIL’s long record of failure, the Biden administration and Congress should consider the following policy options:

- **Veto UNIFIL’s mandate.** The Security Council and troop-contributing nations are highly unlikely to agree to structural changes necessary for UNIFIL to bypass the obstruction by Hezbollah and the Lebanese authorities. Consequently, UNIFIL’s continued failure to enforce an area of operations “free of any armed personnel, assets and weapons” that is “not utilized for hostile activities of any kind” is a foregone conclusion. Therefore, the only meaningful way forward is to veto the renewal of UNIFIL’s mandate at the Security Council in August 2021.

- **Transfer UNIFIL’s liaison function to the Office of the UN Special Coordinator for Lebanon.** UNIFIL’s liaison function, which consists of the Tripartite Forum with the Israel Defense Forces and the LAF, is sometimes cited as a useful mechanism worth keeping. However, retaining the forum does not require keeping a bloated force with a half-billion-dollar budget. The liaison function requires a staff of no more than a dozen people.

- **Withhold Funding.** If the Biden administration extends the status quo and renews UNIFIL’s mandate, which has failed to advance U.S. interests, Congress should withhold U.S. assessed contributions to UNIFIL.

---


Introduction

While Arab-Israeli normalization began to progress rapidly following the Abraham Accords in 2020, the United Nations continues to support multiple organizations that prolong the Arab-Israeli conflict.

In 1968, the UN General Assembly (UNGA) created the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli Practices Affecting the Human Rights of the Palestinian People and Other Arabs of the Occupied Territories, which produces annual reports cataloguing alleged Israeli abuses. The special committee reports to the UNGA's Fourth Committee, which focuses on decolonization affairs.

In 1975, the UNGA created another Palestinian-specific body, the Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People (CEIRPP). It was formed during the same session in which the assembly declared Zionism to be a form of racism, a move the body reversed in 1991. Two years later, the UNGA created what would become the Division for Palestinian Rights (DPR) as the secretariat of the CEIRPP. The DPR operates under the Division for

---


Political and Peacebuilding Affairs, which reports to the UN secretary-general.  

In 2004, the UNGA passed a resolution calling for another Palestinian-specific body, the UN Register of Damages (UNRoD), to assist Palestinians in filing claims against Israel for what Palestinians say were damages that were incurred during the construction of Israel’s security barrier in the West Bank, which was built after a significant increase in Palestinian terrorism against Israel.

“The United States contributes roughly $1.32 million a year to these bodies, not including contributions through other UN bodies and ancillary support provided by the UN Department of Public Information.”

The United States contributes roughly $1.32 million a year to these bodies, not including contributions through other UN bodies and ancillary support provided by the UN Department of Public Information. The UNGA passes resolutions annually reauthorizing these entities.

Problems

The Special Committee to Investigate Israeli Practices has a mandate solely to investigate alleged Israeli abuses. Its reports spur anti-Israel activism, International Criminal Court investigations of Israel, and anti-Israel UNGA resolutions. The committee’s reports include unsubstantiated allegations, such as claims that Israel requisitions Palestinian homes by placing ancient Hebrew coins in them as part of an effort to claim Jewish heritage for the sites, or that Israeli excavations undermine the structural foundations of the Al-Aqsa Mosque.

The DPR organizes meetings and conferences in coordination with anti-Israel non-governmental organizations (NGOs) promoting “advocacy for the inalienable rights of the Palestinian people,” including the “right of return” – a euphemism for the demographic destruction of Israel. This advocacy often takes the form of hostile denunciations of Israel. As early as 2001, meetings held under the auspices of the CEIRPP called for boycotts, embargoes, and sanctions against Israel, even before

197. Prosecution request pursuant to article 19(3) for a ruling on the Court’s territorial jurisdiction in Palestine, Situation in the State of Palestine, ICC-01/18 (ICC, January 22, 2020). (https://www.icc-cpi.int/CourtRecords/CR2020_00161_PDF)
the official launch of the Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions campaign in 2005.200

The DPR also organizes an annual International Day of Solidarity with the Palestinian People, which features untruthful attacks against Israel.201 For example, the CEIRPP’s 2020 Solidarity Day exhibit misleadingly portrayed David Ben Gurion, Israel’s founder, as an advocate of ethnic cleansing by attributing to him a quote in which he read someone else’s ideas.202 Meanwhile, a speaker at a Solidarity Day event in 2018 issued a veiled call for ethnically cleansing the Holy Land of Jews when he called for a “free Palestine from the river to the sea.”203 At a Solidarity Day event in 2012, boycott activist and musician Roger Waters falsely accused Israel of apartheid and ethnic cleansing.204 These lies, propaganda, and attacks on Israel come under the auspices of the United Nations, the world’s supposedly neutral peacekeeping body.

UNRoD is one of the clearer attempts by the United Nations to force Palestinian terms on Israel. UNRoD supplies Palestinians with assistance in seeking payment from Israel for purported damages caused by the security barrier; UNRoD does not make any payments itself. The 2007 UNGA resolution creating UNRoD makes no mention of the security considerations – the violent Second Intifada against Israel – that led Israel to create a separation barrier. Instead, the resolution focuses exclusively on damages incurred by Palestinians.205 The resolution also ignores the fact that Israel maintains its own system for compensating Palestinians, and that the Israeli Supreme Court ordered portions of the barrier to be rerouted to minimize harm to Palestinians.206 A May 2020 report by the UN Office of Internal Oversight Services stated, “UNRoD expected that by the end of 2019, it will have largely completed the claims intake work,” calling into question the need for UNRoD’s continued existence.207 Collectively, these bodies reinforce often false Palestinian claims against Israel and ensure Israel faces a level of scrutiny and hostility no other nation receives.


203. Marc Lamont Hill, Remarks Delivered at the Special Meeting of the UN Committee on the Exercise of the Inalienable Rights of the Palestinian People in Obsession of the UN International Day of Solidarity with the Palestinian People, November 8, 2018. (Available at: https://www.jadaliyya.com/Details/38202); Micha Danzig, “Palestine From the River to the Sea’ Has Always Been a Call for Annihilation Not Liberation,” Jewish Journal, December 3, 2018. (https://jewishjournal.com/commentary/blogs/242943/palestine-river-sea-always-call-annihilation-not-liberation). Creating a “free Palestine from the river to the sea,” a slogan often spouted by the Palestinian Liberation Organization and Hamas, envisions Palestinian control over the entire land of Israel, from the Jordan River to the Mediterranean Sea. This would mean purging Jewish inhabitants or, at minimum, stripping them of their citizenship.


The United Nations is thus granting legitimacy to organizations and activists committed to destroying or harming the Jewish state.

**Recommendations**

These anti-Israel UN bodies perpetuate a systemic bias against the Jewish state. They support one claimant in a longstanding territorial dispute against the other. They often increase hostility in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and take actions wholly inappropriate for the world’s peacemaking body. The United Nations should eliminate these bodies. To that end, the United States should:

- **Withhold funding.** U.S. law withholds American funding to Palestinian-specific UN bodies by an amount equal to the U.S. portion of the UN budget—some 22 percent.\(^{208}\) Congress should increase this amount to 100 percent as a step toward eliminating these bodies.

- **Launch a campaign for “no” votes.** In 2020, a number of countries abstained on annual resolutions empowering the Special Committee to Investigate Israeli Practices, the CEIRPP, and the DPR.\(^{209}\) Support for the special committee’s resolution has waned over the years. The United States should lobby member states to weaken it further.

- **Convince countries to withdraw from the CEIRPP.** The United States should encourage allied countries with ties to Israel, including Cyprus, India, Egypt, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Morocco, and the United Arab Emirates, to withdraw from the CEIRPP. These countries’ continued participation in the CEIRPP runs counter to improving their diplomatic ties with Israel. The United States should include withdrawal from the CEIRPP as part of all normalization agreements and, as applicable, as a prerequisite for receiving bilateral U.S. assistance for implementing the accords.

- **Introduce more stringent criteria for CEIRPP-accredited NGOs.** The CEIRPP has accredited some NGOs that lack impartiality because they interface with terrorists or are supportive of boycotts against the Jewish state. As a member of the UN Economic and Social Council’s Committee on NGOs, the United States should demand that the council strengthen safeguards to prevent the inclusion of such groups.

Short of eliminating these bodies, the United Nations should:

- **Eliminate the International Day of Solidarity with the Palestinian People.** This day has become a circus of UN-sponsored anti-Israel propaganda and hate-filled calls to eradicate the Jewish state.

- **Reduce anti-Israel resolutions.** The mandated reports and resolutions targeting Israel are gratuitous. If only for budgetary reasons, they should be consolidated to reduce redundancy. The Biden administration has said that it will not support “one-sided” resolutions against Israel. Caution ought to be taken that “two-sided” resolutions do not end up being unfairly weighted against Israel.


CONCLUSION
By Richard Goldberg

It is impossible to publish this monograph without acknowledging its historic context. Many parts of the world are still struggling to fight the COVID-19 pandemic and its terrible consequences amidst ongoing investigations into the true origins of the virus and the international mechanisms that failed us along the way.

These investigations must be prioritized. It is only a matter of time before a co-opted multilateral agency fails to address another regional or global crisis. American policymakers must learn the lessons of the World Health Organization’s (WHO’s) COVID-19 cover-up. Failure to do so could lead to greater loss of life and economic devastation in the future.

Policymakers can take critical steps to protect Americans now – but that will require a readiness to hold international organizations to account rather than writing more blank checks and hoping for the best. This monograph, while not exhaustive, delivers a series of international organization political battleplans for Congress and the Biden administration to execute – driving reforms where possible and scrapping agencies where necessary.

For many in Washington, “multilateral engagement” is an end in itself. Rest assured, it is not. Multilateral engagement is not the same as actively pushing for outcomes that strengthen America’s national security and promote its values.

At the same time, unilateral disengagement absent a coherent strategy to fix, dismantle, or replace ailing organizations can be an invitation for U.S. adversaries to improve their international standing and challenge American interests. Short-term political wins ought not be confused with long-term systemic reforms.

Whether working with allies or mounting the fight alone, the United States must wage a campaign of reform battles, agency by agency, to restore the U.S.-led order – fixing where possible and nixing when
necessary. Our enemies and adversaries are relentless. But they are no match for an American government that leads with its values and founding principles.

We cannot allow U.S. policy toward the WHO – or toward any number of other Chinese Communist Party-influenced agencies – to return to pre-pandemic autopilot mode. With elections for the WHO’s and International Telecommunication Union’s top jobs just around the corner, now is the time for the Biden administration, backed by Congress, to demonstrate true American leadership. A U.S.-led international order is not just in the interest of American citizens; it is in the interest of all freedom-loving democracies around the world.

Any organization that puts the world’s greatest force for freedom on an equal playing field with the world’s great forces for repression is likely an organization that undermines U.S. national security. Now is the time to lead our allies through a dangerous 21st century. The battle to advance American interests and counter our adversaries within international organizations will require tenacity and commitment. And that commitment must come from both sides of the political aisle.

American and UN flags fly across from the United Nations in Manhattan on September 22, 2020, the first official day of the 75th UN General Assembly. (Photo by Spencer Platt/Getty Images)
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